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INSTRUCTIONS:

Print the Latin flash card deck (on regular 
paper or card stock), then flip the paper 
over in your printer, print the English 
flash card deck. If printed correctly, the 
cards will match with the Latin vocabulary 
on one side of the card and the English 
translation on the reverse side. For added 
durability have the cards laminated at 

your local photocopy center. 

CREATIVE IDEAS:
Use the flash cards to play, “Go Fish.”
 Take your flash cards on long car trips 
or even on the way to soccer practise.
 Play “Memory” (with the Latin 
cards matching up with the English 
translations).
 Tape a set of the flash cards around 
the house on household objects (liber 
= book) and practise your Latin while 
going about life.
 Come up with your own creative 
ideas!
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sharp absent 

approach 

sharpness, sharp edge  
(cf. acer);  

(military) line of battle 

approach, arrival to come, arrive  

to do, drive agitation; heat; tide 

from somewhere somewhere 



sometime by somewhere 

to somewhere 
somewhat,  

some amount 

friendship some number of times 

to open, uncover  old, ancient 

to mount, ascend,  
go up 

tree 



to hear  bold 

to drink well 

warm 
short, shallow,  

short-lived 

to take, seize dog 

wagon, cart song, poem 



camp castle, fort 

swift 
fall, downfall;  

chance, accident 

centurion  
(commander of 100 men) 

swiftly 

civil (of citizens) certainly 

to get to know,  
to recognize 

noise, loud shouting  
(a clamor) 



colonist; farmer hill  

shared, common 

passage; (military)  
lines of 

communication, 
supplies 

to found, establish 
to get ready, to bring 
together, to compare 

to strengthen, assert 
to make, construct; 

accomplish; finish off 

to exert, hasten,  
march 

view, sight 



to call together,  
assemble 

to come together,  
assemble  

tomorrow horn 

to wish, be eager for,  
desire 

to grow, increase 

to care for why? 

to guard running, a course 



to defend 
guardian, watchman,  

keeper (custodian) 

dictator  
(ruler with  

absolute power) 

right 

difficult day 

to learn Rich; costly 

to divide for a long time 



house to teach 

sweet to sleep  

to eat by that way 

thither (to there) to buy 

to snatch away 
cavalry, body  
of horsemen  



army, infantry  
event, fortune,  
accident;, result 

to drive out 
exit, departure;  
end, conclusion 

easy also 

act, deed to make, do 

fierce, warlike, wild happy, lucky, fruitful 



to hurry, rush,  
accelerate 

tired 

to limit, restrain,  
end, finish  

faith, trust, pledge 

alliance, league flower  

bravely strong, brave 

to break fortune 



knee flight, escape 

heavy, serious 

to carry, wear  
(bellum gerere –  

to wage war) 

spear by this way 

this yesterday 

winter,  
stormy weather  

here 



hence (from here) cheerful 

hither (to here) today 

to throw there 

ignorant, unaware;  
unknown 

now, already 

that by that way 



thence (from there) there 

immortal thither (to there) 

general, commander,  
Emperor  

hindrance, baggage 

attack; impetuosity, 
vehemence 

command 

to begin, start to put in, on 



thence (to there) unharmed, safe 

huge 
unhappy, unlucky,  

unfruitful 

to distinguish,  
understand 

want, lack 

to come upon, find,  
(meet with  is a  

more obscure meaning) 

meanwhile 

that (by you) by that way 



thence  
(from there by you) 

there (by you) 

lake thither (to there by you) 

to collect; choose; read 

legion (division of the 
Roman army  

numbering between 
4,200 - 6,000 men) 

free light, fickle 

to set free book 



office, official to shine, be bright 

evil deed badly 

midday, noon hand, band, troop 

fear 
to fear, be afraid,  

be afraid of 

military (of soldiers) my 



to send 
campaign,  

serve as a soldier 

mortal 
walls or fortifications  

(of a city) 

to fortify, protect  
custom, habit; (in plural 
form) morals, character 

to not know  many 

not well-known, noble 



cloud our 

hostage now 

to seize, occupy falling, setting 

step, stride, pace all, whole, every 

peace, calm, quiet  poor 



to please 
to bring to an end,  

complete 

to carry; bring 
flat surface,  

level ground, plain 

afterwards harbor 

present capable; powerful 

first place; post of 
commander in chief; 
principate; origin,  

beginning 

garrison, protection 



to hold back, prohibit to go ahead, proceed 

own, one’s own near 

sensible, prudent province 

boyish, childish  
(of boys) 

public 

by that way,  
by what way? 

to punish, avenge  



as much as, how much? to seek, search for 

whither, whither ?  
(to where) 

when? (question) 

to seize and carry off,  
snatch 

as often as, how often? 

to give back,  
return, restore 

to keep back,  
keep in reserve,  

take back;  
(mil) retake, reoccupy 

to rule, guide, direct to bring back, report 



to find, discover; learn  
to leave behind,  

abandon 

to stand still,  
resist (with dat.)  
to be opposed to,  
resist, to reply to 

thing, matter 

to turn back, return to hold back 

often sacred, holy 

school,  
group of followers 

to greet,wish well;  
welcome 



to know  I give a class or lecture 

always shield 

older body of elders, senate 

To be a slave or servant,  
to be obedient  

to perceive with  
the senses, feel,  

observe  

sound, noise left 



view, sight; outward 
appearance 

space 

statue hope, expectation 

sum, total to be eager for; study 

his, her, their own 
to overcome,  

surpass, defeat 

so much to be silent 



weapon late 

toga (clothing) to try, test 

so often to raise, lift 

to pull, drag 
to hand over, give up, 

surrender 

then, next trumpet 



your (singular) then, next 

whence, whence? 
(to where) 

where, where? 

to come  
(I come to Venice) 

use; experience;  
advantage 

your (plural) to turn, turn away 

victory 
old, aged;  

long-standing 



manly (of a man) 
maiden,  

virgin, girl  

to wound 
virtue, manliness,  

courage  

  

  

  


